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RAILWAYS AND CITIES IN INDIA
JAMES FENSKE†, NAMRATA KALA?, AND JINLIN WEI‡
ABSTRACT. Using a new dataset on city populations in colonial India, we show that the
railroad network increased city size in the period 1881 to 1931. Our baseline estimation
approach includes fixed effects for city and year, and we construct instrumental variables
for railroad proximity based on distance from a least cost path spanning cities that existed
prior to the start of railroad construction. Cities that increased market access due to the
railroad grew, particularly those cities that were initially small and isolated.
1. INTRODUCTION
How did the spread of the railroad shape the size of cities in colonial India? Govern-
ments in developing countries today make large investments in transportation infras-
tructure; in India, for example, the government’s flagship road-building program aims
to connect more than 175,000 settlements to all-weather roads.1 Evidence of the impact
of these investments, however, is often limited to developed countries and can only con-
sider outcomes over a short time horizon, creating scope for historical evidence to im-
prove our understanding of their effects (Berger and Enflo, 2017; Donaldson and Horn-
beck, 2016). The growth of cities is a particular challenge in developing countries like
those we consider; the overwhelming bulk of urbanization over the next three decades
will occur in Asia and Africa, where congestion, contagion, and other difficulties of den-
sity are particularly acute (Bryan et al., 2020). Urbanization in developing countries
also displays features distinct from those in developed countries, potentially challeng-
ing conventional models of spatial equilibrium (Henderson and Kriticos, 2018; Hender-
son et al., 2018; Henderson and Turner, 2020). In this paper, we seek to understand one
aspect of the origins of urbanization in South Asia.
We introduce a new dataset on cities of at least 1,000 persons in colonial India. Our
data are taken from the 1931 census of India, and cover modern-day Bangladesh, Burma,
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India and Pakistan. There are 2,456 distinct cities for which population is reported, and
the data cover the years 1881, 1891, 1901, 1911, 1921, and 1931. We have geocoded these
data ourselves, and one contribution of this paper is the introduction of this dataset.
Our baseline specification is a fixed effects model, estimated using ordinary least squares
(OLS). We include fixed effects for city and year, and ask whether proximity to the rail-
road predicts log population size. Our OLS results suggest a negative elasticity of city
size with respect to distance from a railroad that is between -0.017 and -0.019, corre-
sponding to a standardized magnitude of roughly 5% of a standard deviation. So, while
railway access spurred city growth in colonial India, the impact of railways on urban
geography is less than that estimated in other developing and developed countries.
Because of possible biases in this fixed effects estimation, we employ a number of
instrumental variables (IV) strategies. Our principal instrument is based on the use of
a least cost path similar to the one constructed by Bogart et al. (2020) for nineteenth-
century England. This path connects pairs of cities that existed prior to the railway that
are selected based on their market potential. The paths between them are chosen to
minimize construction costs that are parameterized using data on terrain slope at the
grid cell level. We use the fact that proximity to this least cost path predicts the speed at
which cities gained railway proximity to construct our instrument, and find elasticities
that are much larger than our OLS estimates, ranging from -0.113 to -0.191. This dif-
ference in magnitudes may be plausibly attributed to the negative selection of certain
railway lines, heterogeneous responses to railway connection, and measurement error
in railway proximity.
To understand the mechanisms that connect railways to cities in colonial India, we
turn first to a major concept that links transportation costs with equilibrium population
in several models of economic geography: market access (e.g. Donaldson and Hornbeck
(2016); Redding and Sturm (2008)). This is a measure of the access that firms and con-
sumers in a given location have to the firms and consumers in all other locations, scaled
down by the costs of reaching these other locations. That is, market access measures the
degree to which one city is exposed to supply and demand forces from all other cities.
We estimate elasticities of city size with respect to market access that range from 0.385
to 0.628 via OLS and 1.028 and 1.370 via IV. In heterogeneity analyses, we show that rail-
ways increased city size most where their impact on market access was greatest: initially
smaller and more isolated cities. Similarly, their impact was attenuated for cities with
alternative transport links such as ports and rivers, in regions suitable for cash crop (i.e.
cotton) cultivation, and where military motives directed railroad placement.
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We show that our results are robust to computing market access based on distant
markets, to alternative functional forms for physical proximity, and to alternative pa-
rameterizations of market access. We show that they are not driven by outliers in terms
of railway proximity, city size, or statistical influence. They do not depend on the in-
clusion of modern-day Burma in the sample. They survive comparing two cities in the
same district in the same year. Alternative constructions of our least cost path instru-
ment give results similar to our baseline.
1.1. Contribution. We engage first with a literature on the economic effects of trans-
portation infrastructure. Studies that have evaluated the modern effects of transporta-
tion infrastructure have linked roads, highways, and railways to several outcomes. These
include education (Adukia et al., 2020; Aggarwal, 2018) innovation (Agrawal et al., 2016),
the structure of employment (Asher and Novosad, 2020; Pérez, 2018), city growth and
shape (Baum-Snow, 2007; Baum-Snow et al., 2012), trade and migration (Morten and
Oliveira, 2016), urbanization and specialization (Forero et al., 2020) and economic growth
(Banerjee et al., 2020; Faber, 2014).
Existing work on transportation infrastructure and the growth of cities in developing
countries largely uses recent data or data from colonial Africa, which had little pre-rail
urbanization. We consider a developing-country historical context in which pre-rail
urbanization was extensive when compared with pre-colonial Africa.
Within the literature on the impacts of transportation infrastructure, studies focused
on economic history date at least to Fogel (1964). In more recent work, railways and
other transportation infrastructure have been linked to industrialization (Atack et al.,
2011), land values (Donaldson and Hornbeck, 2016), city growth (Atack et al., 2010;
Jedwab et al., 2017; Jedwab and Moradi, 2016), and long-run development (Bertazzini,
2018; Okoye et al., 2019).
This historical literature gives us reason to expect that the expansion of the railway
network under colonial rule may have had an effect on the size of cities. However, the
already relatively mature state of urbanization in India compared to sub-Saharan Africa
at the time the railway was introduced, the poor performance of colonial industry, the
already-known low level and slow growth of Indian urbanization before independence,
and the disparities in methods used across studies give us reason to expect that results
that have been found in other contexts need not necessarily apply to colonial India.
Our results are particularly resonant with those of Okoye et al. (2019), who consider the
modern-day effects of transportation in Nigeria, finding effects in the North but not the
South. The North and South have had many historical differences, one of which is the
relatively high levels of pre-colonial urbanization among the Yoruba (Bascom, 1955).
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We further engage with a literature on the long-run causes of Indian development,
with a particular focus on the impact of colonial rule. There exists a tension between two
sets of results in this literature. On the one hand, indicators of economic development
such as income per capita, real wages, and industrialization suggest that India’s devel-
opment stagnated or even declined for much of the colonial period (Allen et al., 2011;
Broadberry et al., 2015; Broadberry and Gupta, 2006; Clingingsmith and Williamson,
2008; Gupta, 2019). This has led many to question whether the actions taken by India’s
British rulers promoted economic development. On the other hand, there are several
findings that suggest that many colonial activities had measurable economic benefits
during the colonial period, and that many of effects of colonial activities – both ben-
eficial and harmful – have persisted to the present (Banerjee and Iyer, 2005; Castelló-
Climent et al., 2018; Chaudhary and Garg, 2015; Iyer, 2010).
Given our particular focus on railways, there is a debate on whether colonial railroads
were to India’s economic benefit.2 Critics of the railways have focused on low produc-
tivity, high freight rates, and guaranteed returns to investors; they have argued that in-
vestment that should have gone into irrigation was misdirected into the railways (Hurd,
2012; Hurd and Kerr, 2012; Sweeney, 2011). Bogart and Chaudhary (2015, p. 157) have
cited the slow growth of urbanization in India as one reason to doubt the transformative
impact of the railroad. Further, the failure of India’s railways to generate backward link-
ages may help explain the country’s disappointing industrial performance under colo-
nial rule (Parthasarathi, 2011). Recent empirical work, has, on the other hand, shown
that India’s railways drove price convergence (Andrabi and Kuehlwein, 2010), reduced
vulnerability to famine (Burgess and Donaldson, 2010, 2017) and increased agricultural
incomes (Donaldson, 2018). Hurd (1983) calculates a social savings for the Indian rail-
way much larger than what Fogel (1964) computed for the United States, but smaller
than has been identified in other developing countries (Bogart and Chaudhary, 2015).
The effects, of course, were heterogeneous depending on what alternative modes of
transportation existed (Roy, 2012). Our results add further evidence of the effect of In-
dia’s colonial railroads on that country’s economic transformation.
In section 2, we provide background on India’s cities and railroads and outline the
potential conceptual links between them. In section 3, we describe our data. In sec-
tion 4, we outline our empirical strategy. In section 5, we present our results. Section 6
concludes.
2See Bogart and Chaudhary (2015) and Kuehlwein (2021) for reviews of the literature on the economic
impact of the colonial railway in India.
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2. BACKGROUND AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
2.1. Urbanization in colonial India. Owing in part to their advantages in soil, rainfall,
and natural transportation, the floodplains of the Ganges and Indus were historically
more urban than peninsular India (Roy, 2011, p. 21). Gujurat too was historically more
urban than other regions (Roy, 2011, p. 56), as were the wet, rice-growing areas (Tomlin-
son, 2013, p. 29). While information on urbanization in India prior to the census of 1872
is limited, Visaria and Visaria (1983, p. 519) cite estimates from Gadgil (1959) that the net
growth of urbanization from 1800 to 1872 was negative, with growth in the presidency
cities of Calcutta, Bombay and Madras being offset by the decline of older capital towns
such as Lucknow. While the region had many urban centres, thousands of which appear
in our data, urbanization was low when compared, for example, to Europe (Tomlinson,
2013, p. 3). The fraction of the population living in towns or cities of at least 5,000 was
8.7% in 1872 (Visaria and Visaria, 1983, p. 519); de Vries (1984, p. 76), by contrast, esti-
mates that 10.8% of the population of Western Europe lived in towns of at least 5,000 in
1600. This measure of Indian urbanization increased slowly and without acceleration
to 11.1% in 1931 (Visaria and Visaria, 1983, p. 519).3 Of this urban population in 1931,
some 27.4% lived in cities of 100,000 or more (Bose and Bhatia, 1980, p. 50).
In the census reports, colonial officials proposed a wide range of contradictory fac-
tors that drove differences in urbanization and its growth across regions of India, in-
cluding race, rainfall, plague, famines, and accidents of history (Bose and Bhatia, 1980,
p. 76). The increases in urbanization that existed over the period 1881 to 1931 were
driven largely by rural-urban migration, and not by differences in fertility and mortal-
ity (Visaria and Visaria, 1983, p. 521). Many of these migrants were recruited by labor
contractors (Gupta, 2015, p. 74). Some of these workers migrated out of caste-based “at-
tached” labor relationships (Roy, 2011, p. 131). Some migrated seasonally (Roy, 2011,
p. 136). As a result, the population of India’s urban centers was disproportionately male
(Visaria and Visaria, 1983, p. 521); female migration was constrained by the need to
mind children and land (Roy, 2015, p. 189). Workers might retire to their native villages,
creating multi-generational links with urban mills (Wolcott, 2015, p. 200). Urbanization
increased in the 1920s, in part due to postwar industrial protection (Visaria and Visaria,
1983, p. 520).
What role did cities play in the Indian economy? In the colonial period, several small-
scale industries had a distinctively urban character (Roy, 2011, p. 173-179). Large-scale
industry was almost entirely in urban areas (Roy, 2011, p. 183), particularly in Bombay,
Madras, Calcutta, Agra and Kanpur (Roy, 2012, p. 195). Cotton mills in Bombay served
export markets, while upcountry mills supplied domestic demand (Rothermund, 2002,
3These estimates are also quoted in Tomlinson (2013, p. 4).
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FIGURE 1. Persistence of Urban Populations
p. 68). Colonial cities were also large centers of consumer demand (Tomlinson, 2013,
p. 115).
Patterns of urbanization in colonial India show persistence similar to what has been
found in other contexts (Bleakley and Lin, 2012; Davis and Weinstein, 2002); many of
South Asia’s larger cities were already established during the colonial period. Consider
the 581 prominent cities of Bangladesh, Burma, India, and Pakistan reported in the
World Cities Database.4 450 of these are within 10 kilometers of a city reported in the
1931 census. Taking the sum of the colonial cities within 10 kilometers as a rough mea-
sure of the modern-day city’s population in 1931, we estimate an elasticity of contem-
porary city size of 0.757 with respect to colonial city population, and show the corre-
sponding scatterplot in Figure 1. While the process by which past cities have merged
and the presence of modern cities that were outside the borders of colonial India makes
this procedure inexact, and while many new cities such as Chandigarh and Islamabad
have emerged since the colonial period, it is clear that the relative sizes of the cities that
existed in the late colonial period have remained remarkably stable over the past cen-
tury.
2.2. Railroads in colonial India. In 1853, Governor-General Dalhousie proposed con-
structing 5,000 miles of railway in India (Rothermund, 2002, p. 32). By 1930, more than
40,000 miles of track had been built (Donaldson, 2018). Several concerns prompted the
4https://simplemaps.com/data/world-cities
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construction of the railway. Rothermund (2002, p. 32) cites political unification and ac-
cess to raw cotton. Bogart and Chaudhary (2015, p. 141) claim that commercial viability
was paramount until the 1870s, after which military and famine concerns became more
important.
How did the railway affect the Indian economy? Because engines and coal were im-
ported, Rothermund (2002, p. 33) argues that the railroad did not provide linkage ef-
fects that might spur growth in other sectors of the economy. McAlpin (1974) argues
that precautionary food storage dampened farmers’ substitution towards cash crops.
Other writers have claimed that the railroads did matter. It is through these impacts
that the railway might be expected to affect city growth and size. Roy (2012, p. 189-190)
argues that falling transportation costs benefitted industries, such as cotton textiles, in
which India had an advantage; further, money earned in rail-facilitated cotton cultiva-
tion was later invested in Bombay mills. Empirical work has found that the extension of
the railway system reduced price gaps over space (Andrabi and Kuehlwein, 2010; Hurd,
1975), increased trade and real incomes (Donaldson, 2018), and reduced vulnerability
to famine (Burgess and Donaldson, 2017).
2.3. Conceptual Framework. A number of theoretical and structural contributions have
noted that a critical link between population and transportation costs in spatial equi-
librium is market access (e.g. Allen and Donaldson (2020); Baum-Snow et al. (2016);
Donaldson and Hornbeck (2016)). In particular, Redding and Sturm (2008) note two
important dimensions of market access: while “firm market access” captures the prox-
imity of firms to demand in all markets, consumer market access captures the access
consumers have to the goods produced in all markets. One increases the wages firms
can pay, while the other reduces the cost of living. This importance of market access in
the literature will motivate our focus on market access measures in our empirical anal-
ysis.
Beyond this core mechanism of greater market access, a number of papers have iden-
tified other related channels that could link transforation infrastructure to urbanization
and the growth of cities.5 These include factor mobility and the ability of rural labor to
access external labor markets (Asher and Novosad, 2020; Banerjee et al., 2020; Bogart
et al., 2020; Morten and Oliveira, 2016), consumption cities in resource-exporting coun-
tries (Gollin et al., 2016), complementarity with market-oriented minority communities
(Jedwab et al., 2017; Johnson and Koyama, 2017), relaxation of the land constraint on the
growth of large cities (Dittmar, 2011a; Nagy, 2020), structural change (Fajgelbaum and
Redding, 2018), towns that serve as trading stations for agricultural products (Jedwab
and Moradi, 2016), and better conditions for manufacturing production (Atack et al.,
5See Hanlon and Heblich (2020) for a review.
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2011; Hornbeck and Rotemberg, 2019). If transportation infrastructure leads to the spa-
tial concentration of production, output can fall in peripheral areas connected to the
network (Faber, 2014).
In the specific context of colonial India, other effects of the railways identified in other
studies, such as price convergence (Andrabi and Kuehlwein, 2010), reduced famine mor-
tality (Burgess and Donaldson, 2010), greater agricultural incomes (Burgess and Don-
aldson, 2017), and human capital (Chaudhary and Fenske, 2020) may also have acted
as supporting mechanisms through which railways facilitated urbanization. While we
will not be able to test for all of these supporting or ancillary mechanisms in our empir-
ical analysis, we will use the variables available to us in order to test for heterogeneous
responses to railway access – for example, by initial city size or by access to alternative
transportation modes – that will allow us to evaluate the degree to which some of these
reinforce or attenuate our main effect of interest.
3. DATA
3.1. Indian Cities. We have digitized data on city populations from the 1931 Census of
India. These cover modern-day Bangladesh, Burma, India, and Pakistan. In particular,
for each provincial volume of the census, these are reported in Table 4 of the section
containing the Imperial Tables. There are 2,456 distinct cities in the data, and popu-
lations are reported for the years 1881, 1891, 1901, 1911, 1921, and 1931. The Census
itself states that these data cover cities with populations of at least 1,000 persons, and
indeed only 80 of 14,736 possible entries report populations less than 1,000. 2,043 of
14,736 possible entries are missing in the original data and likely reflect years in which
these settlements had populations of less than 1,000. For consistency, then, we code as
missing all observations of populations less than 1,000. We have located latitude and
longitude coordinates for all but three cities in these data, using GeoHack and Google
Earth as our principal sources.6
Because these data are all taken from the 1931 Census, the original data assigns these
to the districts that existed in 1931. We do not, then, need to address the creation, disso-
lution, or modification of districts and their boundaries over time. However, for consis-
tency with how the Census reports data on total district populations, we have collapsed
some districts into aggregate units.7 Cities, similarly, are aggregated into a single unit
6The three cities we have not been able to locate are Raswas (Bhopal District), Qadirabad (Aurangabad
District) and Kodaikal (Raichur District).
7These aggregated units are Agency Division (Madras), Bangalore City And District, Benaskantha Agency,
Baroda, Cochin State, Eastern Kathiawar Agency, Godavari, Gwalior, Kolar Gold Fields and District,
Mysore City and District, Other Seventeen Salute States (Western India States Agency), Rest Of Bombay
Presidency, Rest of Central India Agency, Southern Maratha States (Bombay Presidency), Travancore, and
Western Kathiawar Agency.
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if the populations of their constituent parts are not reported separately. For example,
Dehra Dun urban, suburban, and cantonment are treated as the single city Dehra Dun,
because separate populations are not reported prior to 1921. Where the populations
of constituent units are consistently reported separately in the original data (for exam-
ple, Barrackpore, North Barrackpore, and Barrackpore Cantonment), we treat these as
separate observations.
In Table 1 we report summary statistics for the cities in our data. The number of cities
for which populations are reported rises from 1,786 in 1881 to 2,429 in 1931. The sum-
mary statistics reflect that, on average, city populations grew moderately from 1881 to
1931. Of the cities for which populations are reported in 1881, the population mean was
13,113 in 1881. This rises to 15,951 for the 2,429 cities reported in in 1931. The largest
city in 1881 was Bombay, with a population of 773,196. By 1931, Calcutta was the largest
city, with a population of 1,196,734. The standard deviation of city sizes also grew over
time, from 32,882 to 46,175. We present maps of city populations for 1881 and 1931 in
Figures 2 and 3.
Creation of these data is one of the contributions of this paper, and it is our hope
that these data will be of use to other researchers. Existing work in both economics
and economic history has used similar data on cities for other parts of the world. It has
been used, for example, as a proxy measure for development (Acemoglu et al., 2005;
10 JAMES FENSKE, NAMRATA KALA, AND JINLIN WEI






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Bosker et al., 2013; Wrigley, 1985). City populations have been used to assess the im-
portance, among other variables, of the printing press (Dittmar, 2011b), the Protestant
reformation (Cantoni, 2015), medieval universities (Cantoni and Yuchtman, 2014), and
the French Revolution (Acemoglu and Cantoni, 2011).
Our new dataset has several interesting features that we further describe in Appendix
A. While cities grew on average over the period 1881-1931, many cities shrank. Indeed,
from 1901 to 1911, the average growth rate reported was negative. Log city sizes and
city growth both have bell-curve distributions but display too much positive skewness
and excess kurtosis to be described accurately by a normal distribution. Neither Zipf’s
law (a linear relationship between log city size and log rank that emerges if city sizes
follow a power law distribution) nor Gibrat’s law (growth uncorrelated with initial size)
describe our data. The largest and smallest cities are both too small to fit Zipf’s law.
Larger cities grow more slowly before 1921. We also report geographic correlates of city
growth: northern cities grow more slowly, as do those in areas suitable for cotton culti-
vation and those distant from rivers. Those in areas suitable for wheat cultivation grow
more rapidly.
3.2. Railroads. In order to assess the impact of the expansion of the colonial railway
system on the growth of Indian cities, we have followed a procedure similar to that in
Donaldson (2018) in order to construct a polyline shapefile of the Indian railway system
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FIGURE 4. Railroads by 1881
in which the opening date is known for each segment. We begin with the 1934 edi-
tion of History of Indian Railways Constructed and In Progress. For each of the roughly
2,000 railway lines listed, we record the opening dates and identify start points and end
points, again mostly using GeoHack and Google Earth. We then take a polyline file of
the modern Indian railway from www.gadm.org. We fracture this polyline using the start
and end points of the colonial railway segments. We assign each railway line from His-
tory of Indian Railways Constructed and In Progress the polyline segments between its
start and end points. If a polyline segment belongs to several railway lines, we assign it
to the railway line that opens the earliest. There are some railway lines that are in the
History of Indian Railways Constructed and In Progress that are not in the modern map
of railroads, such as that between Nidamangalam and Manargudi. We add these to the
polyline file using straight lines. Some of these lines that are not in the modern map
of railroads are very short (e.g. “Bhagalpur Kachery To Bhagalpur Station, E.I. Ry.”). We
ignore these short lines.
We plot the railway maps we obtain for 1881 and 1931 using Figures 4 and 5. While
there was already a substantial railroad network in place by 1881, it became much more
dense by 1931. Comparing these maps with Figures 2 and 3, the relationship between
expansion of the railroad and city growth over the 1881 to 1931 interval is not obvious.
The railway system did expand into regions in which rapid city growth is visible, such as
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FIGURE 5. Railroads by 1931
Punjab and Assam, but the railway system was also built up substantially in areas that
saw much slower urban growth, such as Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh.
3.3. Additional variables. We create data on a number of geographic controls. At the
city level, the correlates we consider are latitude, longitude, log distance to a major river,
and log distance to coast. We compute these distances using ArcMAP, using polylines of
rivers and the coastline taken from www.naturalearthdata.com.
The other geographic correlates we consider are originally available as raster data,
and so we compute them at the district level rather than individually for each city. To
match raster points to districts, we begin by converting the map of districts from the
1931 census to a shapefile. Because this map has a low resolution, we are concerned
that this will lead to measurement error for geographic controls, particularly for small
or irregularly shaped districts. We address this by identifying all modern-day third-level
administrative divisions (e.g. tehsils) that intersect these historic districts, and averag-
ing over the raster points within this set of units. For example, historic Agra district is
merged to the Agra, Bah, Faehabad, Khairagarh, and Kiraoli tehsils of modern Agra dis-
trict, as well as the Etmadpur and Firozabad tehsils of modern Firozabad district.
In particular, we include ruggedness, malaria, altitude, precipitation, temperature,
and suitability for dryland rice, wetland rice, wheat and cotton as additional correlates.
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Ruggedness is from Nunn and Puga (2012) and captures the roughness of the terrain.8
Our measure of malaria is that originally created by Kiszewski et al. (2004).9 We have
used altitude data that are originally taken from the CGIAR’s SRTM30 dataset.10 We rely
on the FAO-GAEZ data portal for means of precipitation, temperature, and suitabilities
for specific crops.11
There are three additional variables that we will consider in our tests for possible het-
erogeneous responses to railway access, but that we do not treat as controls in our base-
line specification: presence of a medieval port, proximity to events during the Indian
Rebellion of 1857, and exposure to famines. For medieval ports, we take the list of ports
from Jha (2013) and code a dummy for whether a city in our data is within 10 kilome-
ters of a city on this list. For events during the Rebellion of 1857, we begin with the
list of events in Jaques (2007), as geocoded by Dincecco et al. (2020). We code a city as
exposed to the Rebellion if an event occurred within 20 kilometers – roughly the range
an army can cover in one day. We code famine events using the lists and maps of ma-
jor nineteenth century famines from Srivastava (1968). These provide information at
the district-by-year level on the existence of a famine and have previously been used
by Burgess and Donaldson (2010, 2017). We code a city as exposed to a famine if there
was a famine in its district within the previous decade, i.e. the time period between
observations of city populations.
4. EMPIRICAL STRATEGY
4.1. Fixed Effects. Our main empirical specification is a fixed effects model. For city i
in year t, we use OLS to estimate:
lnPi,t =α + β lnRailwayDistancei,t + δi + ηt + x
′
i,0ηt + εit.(1)
In equation (1), the variable Pi,t is the population of city i in census year t, where
t ∈ {1881, 1891, ..., 1931}. RailwayDistancei,t is the distance of the city to the railway in
kilometers. Because the city fixed effects will remove any time-invariant geographical
controls, we follow the same procedure as in several studies where time-varying histor-
ical control variables are difficult to obtain (e.g. Juhász (2018); Waldinger (2015)) and
interact our controls xi,0 with the year fixed effects. The baseline controls we include
in xi,0 are latitude, longitude, log distance to river, log distance to coast, ruggedness,
8http://diegopuga.org/data/rugged/tri.zip.
9We are grateful to Marcella Alsan for providing us with these data.
10http://www.diva-gis.org/gdata.
11http://www.fao.org/nr/gaez/en/.
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malaria, altitude, precipitation, temperature, and suitability for dryland rice, wetland
rice, wheat, and cotton. We cluster standard errors by city.
The identifying variation in this specification comes from comparing the change over
time in a city’s size as it gains proximity to the railway network, over and above common
trends in population growth given by the year fixed effects. Time-invariant variables that
predict how a city gained proximity to the railway over time will not confound these es-
timates unless they predict differential trends in city growth rather than differing levels
of city size. Time-varying variables that correlate with railway proximity may, by con-
trast, bias our estimates. These could include, for example, colonial investments such
as canals insofar as these are not consequences of the railway network. Because of this
possible bias, we employ a number of instrumental variables specifications.
4.2. Instrumental Variables. In order to mitigate possible omitted variables bias, we
employ a number of alternative instruments for lnRailwayDistancei,t and estimate equa-
tion (1) using instrumental variables. Our main instrument is based on work by Bogart
et al. (2020) for the United Kingdom, and takes as its base the distance between each
city in our data and a least cost path that connects cities that existed in India before the
beginning of railway construction and that, based on market potential and the costs of
construction, were likely to be connected to the railway network.
The cities data in the census go back only to 1881, while the first railway line reported
in History of Indian Railways Constructed and In Progress (Victoria Terminus To Thana),
opens in 1853. To find a set of cities that predate the Indian railway, we turn to Chandler
and Fox (1974). They do not report data in tabular format, but instead provide a list of
cities and estimates of their populations at various dates that differ across cities. We
have identified 97 cities in British India (including Burma) that Chandler and Fox (1974)
list as having a population of at least 10,000 in 1850, in “c. 1850,” or in the closest years
before and after 1850 that are reported.
We construct our least cost path in three steps, following Bogart et al. (2020). First, we
begin with the subset of 76 Indian cities whose populations are recorded in Chandler
and Fox (1974) in the mid-nineteenth century, before 1853 (the start of railway con-
struction), and that also appear in the census. We then compute the market potential of
any pair of cities asGij =
Populationi×Populationj
Distanceij
, where Populationi and Populationj are the
populations of each city, and Distanceij is the distance between them in kilometers.
The second step is to create least cost paths connecting this set of market pairs. Rather
than using straight lines to connect cities, we follow Bogart et al. (2020) and create paths
between cities that minimize the cost of construction. We begin with raster data on
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FIGURE 6. Least Cost Path
slope at the grid cell level.12 We parameterize the cost of any hypothetical line crossing a
cell by letting the cost of construction increase by a factor of three for every 1 percentage
point increase in the slope of a cell. That is, if the cost of crossing a flat grid cell is 1, the
cost of crossing a cell with a slope of x% is 1 + 3 × x. For example, the cost of crossing
a cell with a slope of 2% is 7. This again follows Bogart et al. (2020), and is based on the
relationship they estimate between construction costs and elevation change for 36 non-
London railways during the nineteenth century in England. These costs are unitless,
and the choice of unit will not affect the optimal route placement since the least cost
path will minimize costs expressed in any unit.
The third step is to select from this set of least cost paths a subset that is to be included
in the data. We sort each pair of towns by market potential Gij , and select routes until
the total length of the least cost path network is as large as the actual railway network in
1881. The resulting hypothetical railway network is shown in Figure 6.
This hypothetical network resembles the early stages of the network that was actually
constructed, and so proximity to this least cost path predicts how quickly the cities in
our data – including the vast majority that are not recorded in Chandler and Fox (1974) –
12We work with grid cells that are 180m × 180m at the equator. Our underlying data source is Shuttle
Radar Topography Mission with a resolution of 90 metres (SRTM 90). This is the same underlying source
used in Bogart et al. (2020). We aggregate the raster data to a resolution of 180 metres because South Asia’s
vast size makes computations with 90 metre cells computationally demanding.
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gained access to the railway network. Cities closer to this least cost path became closer
to the railway network in earlier years.
Once this least cost path is constructed, we use it to construct an instrumental vari-
able. We compute the distance in kilometres of each city in the data to this least cost
path. We then use the interaction the log of (one plus) distance to this least cost path
with year (i.e. t) to instrument for lnRailwayDistancei,t. We make two notes here. First,
because the cities are treated as a set of points with zero area, and the railways are
treated as a set of lines with zero thickness, no city has zero distance from the railway.
However, the least cost path is built to connect a subset of these city points. As a result,
some have zero distance from the least cost path. This motivates the use of the log of
one plus distance rather than simply log distance in the instrument.
Second, because distance from the least cost path is time-invariant, it is collinear
with our city fixed effects. Hence, interacting this with year to construct our instrument
bases identification on how proximity to the hypothetical plan predicts differential time
trends in railroad proximity. In 1881, cities distant from the least cost path were distant
from the railroad. Over time, this relationship flattened as cities more distant from the
least cost path grew closer to the railroad. It is the flattening of this relationship that we
exploit for exogenous variation in our instrumental variables analysis.
In addition to our principal instrumental variable, we construct three alternative in-
struments for robustness, based on alternative least cost paths. Two of our three al-
ternative least cost paths are based on alternative scenarios from Bogart et al. (2020).
These scenarios allow terrain slope to have differing effects on the costs of construc-
tion. In the first alternative, which we call A1, the cost of building across a grid cell is
equal to one plus its slope: 1 if it is flat, 2 if the slope is 1%, 3 if it is 2%, and so forth.
We cap the cost of crossing any one cell at 51. This corresponds to what Bogart et al.
(2020) call “Scenario 1,” and allows for a less convex relationship between terrain slope
and construction cost than in their baseline. The second alternative, which we call A2,
corresponds to what Bogart et al. (2020) call “Scenario 3.” This scenario assumes that
any cell with a gradient greater than 6% requires a tunnel, and so caps costs at 19.
Our third alternative least cost path, which we call A3, is similar to the baseline sce-
nario in Bogart et al. (2020), but based on data from data on Indian construction costs.
We take data from Bogart and Chaudhary (2013) on the real value of capital of 21 In-
dian railway companies from 1851 to 1912. We assume that the value of capital of a
railway line in year t is equal to the construction costs of all the branches that have been
finished by year t. Combining these data with the lengths and accumulated slopes of
railway lines in the years 1861, 1871, 1881, 1891, 1901 and 1911, we can then estimate
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the relationship between cost and elevation change for each line i using the following
regression, based on Bogart et al. (2020):
Costi = β0 + β1Lengthi + β2Slopei + εi
Here, Lengthi is measured as the number of raster cells crossed, while Slopei is the
total slope of the line, in percentage points. Our estimates suggest that β̂2 ≈ 0.6β̂1. We
then replace the cost parameterization of 1 + 3× xwith 1 + 0.6× xwhen computing the
cost of any given line.
For each of these three alternative least cost paths, we again take the interaction
the log of (one plus) distance to the path with year as an alternative instrument for
lnRailwayDistancei,t.
4.3. Market access. The existing literature on economic geography stresses market ac-
cess as the critical link between equilibrium population and transportation costs. As an
alternative to our main empirical specification, which considers physical proximity to a
railway, we can estimate:
lnPi,t =α + β lnMarketAccessi,t + δi + ηt + x
′
i,0ηt + εit.(2)
All terms here are defined as in (1), except that we have replaced RailwayDistancei,t
with MarketAccessi,t. Whereas physical proximity to a railway measures whether a city
has access to a railway, market access measures the sizes of the markets that each city is
connected to, deflated by the costs of reaching them. We follow Donaldson and Horn-





Here, the market access for city i in year t is depends on the costs of reaching each
other city j in year t, τi,d,t, and the population of each other city j in year t, Pj,t. This is
a close approximation of the market access measures that emerge as sufficient statis-
tics for transportation infrastructure in structural models of economic geography (e.g.
Donaldson (2018); Eaton and Kortum (2002); Redding and Sturm (2008)).
To compute market access, we need three quantities: τi,j,t, θ, and Pj,t. We compute
τi,j,t, the cost of travel between any city i and any other city j, by following Donaldson
(2018). We compute least cost paths connecting any two cities i and j in the data. Trans-
portation modes allowed in these routes include wagons, coastal shipping, rivers, and
railways. Connections to oceanic transportation routes are only accessible via ports.
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Normalizing the cost of shipment by railways to 1, the relative costs of travel by wagons,
coastal shipping, and rivers are 2.375, 6.188, and 2.250, respectively. These are based on
estimates in Donaldson (2018). For θ, we will take 1 as our baseline, and report alterna-
tive values of 3.6 7.8, and 8.28. The baseline value follows the original parameterization
in Harris (1954), and the alternatives come from Donaldson and Hornbeck (2016), Eaton
and Kortum (2002), and Donaldson (2018). 8.28 is the preferred value from Eaton and
Kortum (2002), while the mean result in Donaldson (2018) is 7.80. We will show below
that lower values of θ have more predictive power in our data. City sizes Pj,t are reported
in our data, and for this calculation we assume that the population of a city is 0 if it is
not recorded in the census in any specific year. Note that τi,j,t will only change over time
due to the expansion of the railway network.
As with equation (1), we will estimate (2). We will use both OLS and IV, and we will
employ the same instruments for lnMarketAccessi,t that we used for that we used for
lnRailwayDistancei,t.
5. RESULTS
In this section, we present our estimates of equations (1) and (2). We begin by pre-
senting results connecting distance from the railway to city size, before then presenting
results in which we use market access to measure a city’s connection to the transporta-
tion network. We explore the heterogeneity of our results, and report our principal ro-
bustness checks.
5.1. Distance from railroad. In Table 2, we present OLS and IV estimates of equation
(1). The first column reports OLS estimates without controls, while the second column
interacts baseline geographic characteristics with our year fixed effects. Columns (3)
and (4) present analogous specifications for our instrumental variables estimates. The
corresponding first stage estimates are in columns (5) and (6). Note that we divide the
instrument by 1,000 in order to ease the presentation of coefficients. Note that there are
fewer observations in our IV estimations because we purposefully exclude the nodes
of the least cost paths – this focuses identification on cities that were connected to the
railway, incidentally based on their proximity to a path connecting two other cities.
Our OLS estimates suggest an elasticity of city size with respect to railway proximity
that is negative, but that is not large. These range from−0.017 to−0.019. Put differently,
a one standard deviation reduction in distance from the railroad increases city size be-
tween 4.47% and 5.06% of a standard deviation. Similarly, the share of city growth that
is explained by railway proximity is small – the R2 before controls are added is less than
1%. Our instrumental variables estimates are larger in magnitude. Here, the implied
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elasticities range from−0.113 to−0.191, and the effect sizes expressed in standard devi-
ations range from -29.8% to -50.3%.
We can put the magnitudes of our results in the context of estimates from other stud-
ies, though there is no single specification that is preferred in the literature and so exist-
ing studies each estimate different, though related, parameters. The most comparable
work to ours examines how railway access affects urban populations. Berger and En-
flo (2017) find that a dummy for connection to a railway in nineteenth-century Sweden
raised city size by 23.4 log points in their OLS estimations and 31.8 log points in their IV
estimations. Similarly, a railway within 10 kilometers raised urban population by 0.74
standard deviations in Ghana in 1931 (Jedwab and Moradi, 2016) and 0.37 standard de-
viations in Kenya in 1962 (Jedwab et al., 2017). Okoye et al. (2019) estimate that an in-
dividual living within 20km of a colonial railroad in modern Nigeria is 18.5 percentage
points more likely to live in an urban area. Atack et al. (2010) find, by contrast, that ur-
banization increased by 3.7 percentage points relative to a baseline mean of 6.7% in US
counties that gained rail access during the 1850s. Bogart et al. (2020) find in their OLS
estimates that the change in log population between 1851 and 1891 was 16.6 log points
greater for localities of England with a railway station in 1851. Their IV estimate of the
same effect is 34.9.
More broadly, our results can be compared to other estimates of the impacts of trans-
portation infrastructure, such as the the 16.4 log point increase in agricultural income
in Indian districts connected to a railroad (Donaldson, 2018) or the 0.488 (OLS) to 3.95
(IV) log point increase in population growth in peripheral Chinese counties connected
to the National Trunk Highway System (Faber, 2014).
While none of these studies directly reports an elasticity of city size with respect to
distance from a railway, our OLS elasticity estimates imply that a colonial Indian city
would need to become very distant from a railroad to experience the same reduction in
size predicted by disconnection in the studies above.13 Similarly, in Table 5, below, we
will report robustness to alternative measures of distance from a railway, including dis-
crete distance bands. Our smallest distance band (0-2km) will be roughly comparable
to the dummies for connection or proximity used by studies such as Berger and Enflo
(2017), Jedwab and Moradi (2016), or Okoye et al. (2019). In that table, it remains clear
that our estimates for colonial India are smaller than in other contexts.
There are a number of possible reasons for these smaller magnitudes. One is that,
in contrast to early twentieth century Africa and the United States before westward ex-
pansion of white migrants, the population density of India was already relatively high
13For example, for population to fall 23.4 log points as in Berger and Enflo (2017), a city would need to be
(100× 0.234/0.017) 1376 log points further from a railway according to our estimates in column (2).
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and many urban centers existed that predated the railway. The capacity of the railway
to reset the urban network will, then, have been less in India. Further, the slow growth
of urbanization in India, outlined in Section 2, means there is less urban growth to be
explained in our data.
There are also a number of possible reasons why our IV results are larger than our
OLS results. One explanation would be a bias towards zero due to omitted variables
that predict railway proximity but that retard city growth. Variables that predict ab-
sence of a railway and favor city growth would have the same effect. Chaudhary and
Fenske (2020) discuss several motives for railway placement in colonial India that could
create this type of bias, including “protective” lines that connect famine-prone areas
to the transportation network, lines from Delhi towards Afghanistan built for military
purposes, lines connecting ports to cotton-growing regions that were likely to remain
agricultural, and lines connecting small hill stations that British officials used as sum-
mer retreats.
Another potential explanation is the difference between the local average treatment
effect estimated by IV and the average treatment effect for the whole population of
cities. We will show below in Table 4 that the impact of a railway is attenuated by a num-
ber of city characteristics, including an above-median population in 1881, suitability for
cotton production, proximity to rivers, proximity to the Mutiny of 1857, and proximity
to the railway in 1881. The instrumental variables approach focuses identification on
compliers – cities that gained access to railways earlier because of their proximity to the
least cost path. If these cities are less likely to have characteristics that attenuate the
effects of railways, this would inflate the IV estimates relative to the OLS estimates.
Another possible explanation would be attenuation bias due to measurement error in
railway proximity. Narrowly, treating railways as polylines and cities as massless points
will lead to mis-measurement of the distance of cities from railways, and this will be
exacerbated by changes over time in the locations of cities and of specific railway lines.
Conceptually, it is possible that physical proximity does not fully capture the dimen-
sions of the railway network that are most important and so mismeasures these. We
will show below in Table 3 that the inflation of coefficients when moving from OLS to IV
estimates using market access measures is smaller than in Table 2, which is consistent
with this interpretation.
Another possibility would be weak instruments. We do not believe this is a likely ex-
planation: the Kleibergen-Papp F statistics in our regression are greater than 70, well
above the conventional cutoff of 10. Yet another possible explanation would be vio-
lations of the exclusion restriction. Given our baseline inclusion of both city and year
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fixed effects, and since we show below that we obtain similar magnitudes with alterna-
tive instruments, we believe this is unlikely to explain the difference between OLS and
IV estimates.
5.2. Market access. In Table 3, we report OLS and IV estimates of equation (2), where
we now use market access to measure how a city is exposed to the railway network. In
columns (1) and (2) we report OLS estimates with and without controls, respectively. In
columns (3) and (4) we present our analogous IV results. Columns (5) and (6) show first
stage estimates. Finally, columns (7) and (8) report our OLS estimates using an alter-
native measure of market access that follows Donaldson and Hornbeck (2016). Using
equation (3) to compute market access, we now exclude any markets j that are within
100km of a given city. We call this new measure “access to distant markets.” This isolates
a component of market access that is unlikely to be affected by unobserved changes that
are close to the city i for which market access is measured. We treat this as an alternative
to instrumental variables in generating exogenous variation in market access.
Our OLS estimates suggest an elasticity of city size with respect to market access of
between 0.385 and 0.628. Expressed as a standardized effect size, this suggests that a
one standard deviation increase in market access would increase city size by 22.2% to
36.2% of a standard deviation. The IV results are larger in magnitude, corresponding to
an elasticity between 1.028 and 1.370, and a standardized effect size between 59.3% and
79.0% of a standard deviation. Using access to distant markets as an alternative measure
gives estimates larger than the OLS estimates in columns (1) and (2), but smaller than
the IV estimates in columns (3) and (4). Here, the elasticities range from 0.579 to 0.886,
and the standardized effect sizes range from 25.3% to 38.7%.
The magnitudes of our OLS estimates of the elasticity of city size with respect to mar-
ket access fall within the range of other estimates of the impact of market access on
economic outcomes in the past. Donaldson and Hornbeck (2016), for example, esti-
mate an elasticity of the value of agricultural land with respect to market access of 0.511
– an elasticity that more than doubles in their IV estimation. Hornbeck and Rotemberg
(2019) find an elasticity of 0.129 of county productivity with respect to market access
in the nineteenth century United States. We are not aware of existing estimates of the
elasticity of city size with respect to market access to which we can directly compare our
results, though Hornbeck and Rotemberg (2019) find an elasticity of county populations
with respect to market access of 0.259.
These results give us additional evidence on the difference between the OLS and IV
coefficients in Table 2. The IV results remain larger than the OLS results when using
market access, but the degree of inflation is less. This is still consistent with negative
selection of cities into railway access, but suggests the problem of attenuation bias due
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to measurement error is larger when using the log of distance from the railway rather
than market access as a measure of exposure. The larger elasticities and standardized
effects obtained using access to distant markets is further evidence that OLS estimates
may be biased downwards due to negative selection. The first stage F statistic is much
larger in the market access regressions, suggesting that weak instruments do not explain
the divergence of the OLS and IV estimates, and that distance from the least cost path
is a better predictor of time trends in market access than of time trends in proximity
to the railway network. We will show below in Table 4 that many of the same variables
that predict differential response to railroad proximity also predict differential response
to market access, suggesting again that compliers may differ from the average city and
that this may explain the divergence between OLS and IV estimates.
5.3. Heterogeneity. To explore the channels by which railway access increased city size
in India, we use Table 4 to test whether seven variables predict heterogeneous responses:
greater city size in 1881, suitability for cotton cultivation, presence of a medieval port,
having a river within 2 kilometers, experiencing an event related to the Indian Rebellion
of 1857 within 20 kilometers, being above-median distance from the railway system in
1881, and exposure to the famines of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
We report OLS estimates of both equation (1) and equation (2), augmented to include
the interaction between the relevant measure of railway access (log distance from a line
or market access) with the possible source of heterogeneity. In all cases except one, the
source of heterogeneity is time-invariant and so it is absorbed by the city fixed effects.
The exception is famine exposure. Because this is time-varying, we also include it as a
control but do not report the coefficient.
Columns (1) and (2) of Table 4 allow the impact of railways to vary for cities that are
above median size in 1881. This will capture the degree to which railways reinforced
existing agglomeration or allowed smaller cities to grow. Note that we can only perform
this test on the sub-sample of cities that have populations reported in 1881, which re-
duces sample size in these columns. The interaction is positive when we use the log of
railway distance to measure proximity and negative when we use market access, sug-
gesting that the effects of railways are attenuated in the set of cities that are already
large in 1881. This implies that railways led to city growth not by reinforcing existing
agglomeration, but by letting smaller cities grow.
In columns (3) and (4) of Table 4, we perform a related test and divide our sample by
median distance from a railway in 1881. Cities above median distance from a railway
will have typically had the lowest levels of market access at the start of our data series.
Across specifications, it is clear that the effect sizes are largest for these most initially
isolated cities. Indeed, using distance from a railway as a measure of access, it appears
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as though greater proximity only increased city size for the initially most isolated cities.
This further reinforces our interpretation that railways increased market access for ini-
tially small and isolated cities, rather than reinforcing the advantages of initially large
and more connected locations.
In columns (5) and (6) of Table 4, we examine the possible differential response of
former medieval ports. These ports may capture both historical prosperity or the pre-
determined presence of alternative transportation links. If railways substitute for other
forms of transportation, their effects could be mitigated in these cities. This would be
similar to what Okoye et al. (2019) find in Nigeria. By contrast, if connecting sea-borne
trade hubs to a railway reinforces network externalities, their impacts could be greater.
Across specifications, the coefficient signs suggest attenuation, but they are not signif-
icantly different from zero in three of four cases. This provides little evidence, then, of
network externalities as the main driving force behind our results.
Columns (7) and (8) of Table 4 consider a related dimension of heterogeneity – prox-
imity to a river. Our use of a 2 kilometer threshold here follows earlier versions of Bogart
et al. (2020). Our logic here resembles that in the previous test: like a port, a river may
substitute for a railway, attenuating its impact, or it may reinforce network externalities.
In the specification that employs physical proximity, the presence of a river significantly
attenuates railway access. This does not appear to be the case when we use the market
access measure of railway connection. This again provides little evidence of a major role
for network externalities or reinforcement of existing agglomeration in accounting for
our main results.
Columns (9) and (10) of Table 4 consider possible heterogeneity by suitability for cot-
ton cultivation. In particular, we create a dummy equal to one for cities located in dis-
tricts with above-median cotton suitability. Especially during the civil war in the United
States (1861-65), British officials in India believed railways could ensure a reliable sup-
ply of cotton for use by the textile industry in Britain (Thorner, 1951, 1955). While these
districts may have become more specialized in cash crop agriculture due to the rail-
ways, limiting urbanization, secondary towns that served the farming sector may still
have grown in these regions. In three of four relevant specifications, cotton suitability
appears to attenuate the impact of railroads. This suggests that the agglomeration ef-
fects due to services that serve the agricultural sector, such as those Jedwab and Moradi
(2016) find in Ghana, are less important in the Indian case.
In columns (11) and (12) of Table 4, we test whether cities that were connected to
the railway for military reasons responded differently. Particularly after the Sikh wars
of the 1840s, the British were concerned that railways would be needed to move troops
to politically unstable regions (Hurd, 1983; Parliamentary Papers, 1854). We use spatial
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variation in the Indian Rebellion of 1857, which occurred only shortly after the start of
railway construction and for which there is rich data on the locations of major events,
to measure military motives for railway construction. Across specifications, the coeffi-
cients suggest an attenuating effect of Rebellion exposure; cities that were connected to
the railroad for reasons other than economic potential responded less in terms of city
growth.
Finally, in columns (13) and (14) of Table 4, we consider cities that were vulnerable
to famine and that were connected to a railway. Particularly after the 1870s, the British
constructed railway lines that could aid in famine relief for famine-prone areas (Hurd,
1983; Parliamentary Papers, 1854). Across specifications, we find coefficient signs sug-
gesting that railways had smaller effects on city sizes in these areas, but these hetero-
geneous responses are not significant at conventional levels using the market access
measure.
In sum, then, our results are consistent with the railway increasing the size of Indian
cities through a market access channel. The heterogeneous results we find suggest that
railways increased city growth by facilitating the growth of smaller and initially isolated
cities, rather than reinforcing existing agglomeration effects. We do not find evidence
that secondary towns serving the cotton sector nor reinforcement of network external-
izes in port and river trade help explain the result. The impacts were attenuated where
railways were built for military reasons, though we find no similar evidence for famines.
5.4. Robustness.
5.4.1. Principal Robustness Checks. Here, we discuss the robustness of our results. We
begin by showing the robustness of our results on the proximity of railways to alternative
functional forms. In Figure 7, we show that the relationship between log city size and
log distance from a railroad is approximately linear. We begin by residualizing the data
on log population and log distance from a railroad relative to the fixed effects for both
city and year. We then show a binned scatterplot of these partial residuals against each
other. While the best quadratic fit of these data is not perfectly linear, the curvature is
slight. This validates our baseline log-log specification in Equation (1).
We further explore functional forms in Table 5. First, in columns (1) and (2), we esti-
mate equation (1) by OLS, but we replace lnRailwayDistancei,t with dummies for falling
within three distance bands: 0-2 kilometers, 2-10 kilometers, and 10-20 kilometers. This
resembles the empirical approach used by, for example, Jedwab and Moradi (2016) and
Jedwab et al. (2017). Here, we find that cities within 2 kilometers of a railroad are 7.1 to
7.5 log points larger in size.
In Figure 8, we take an even more general approach. We again estimate equation (1)
by OLS, but now we replace lnRailwayDistancei,t with a full set of dummies for falling
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FIGURE 7. Log city size and log distance from railroad: partial residuals
and quadratic fit
FIGURE 8. Log city size by distance from railroad
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within distance bands of the railroad. We use bands that are 10 kilometers wide up to
a distance of 120 kilometers, and then use bands of 120-150 km and 150-200 km due
to the sparsity of cities at these greater distances. We plot the coefficient estimates and
95% confidence intervals from this regression in the Figure. In this estimation, cities
immediately adjacent to a railway are a bit more than 25 log points larger in population.
This declines as distance from the railway increases, flattening out at distances greater
than 100 kilometers. Coefficients are larger in this exercise than in the first two columns
of Table 5, as the set of baseline cities against which these coefficients are to be com-
pared is now much more distant from a railway – at least 200, rather than at least 20
kilometers.
We also use Table 5 to consider a more subtle issue of functional form: the possible
influence of outliers due to cities that are very close to a railway line. At very low dis-
tances, the logarithmic transformation can rapidly approach negative infinity. We show
that this does not drive our main results, replacing observed values of railway distance
below a cutoff with the cutoff itself. We consider four cutoffs: 1m, 1km, 2km, and 5km.
This is a procedure similar to winsorizing. In columns (3) through (6) of Table 5, we
show that the results from this exercise give coefficients very similar to those from Ta-
bles (1) and (2) of Table 2 – possible outliers very close to railway lines do not drive our
results.
In Table 6, we consider the robustness of our market access results. We begin by
changing the value of θ in equation 3. Often referred to as the “trade elasticity,” this pa-
rameter governs the speed at which access to a market declines as transportation costs
increase. Greater values of θ imply a more rapid decline in market access for a given
increase in transportation costs. Following Donaldson and Hornbeck (2016), we con-
sider three alternatives to our baseline value of 1 – 3.6, 7.8, and 8.28, which lie within
the typical range of gravity estimates reported in the meta-survey by Head and Mayer
(2014). In columns (3) through (8) of Table 6, it is clear that these do not change the gen-
eral conclusion that greater market access due to the expansion of the railway network
increases city size.
Quantitatively, the elasticity estimates, standardized magnitudes, and the “within”R2
measure of goodness of fit net of city and year fixed effects all fall as θ increases. The im-
pact of market access on city size, then, is smaller when compared with columns (1) and
(2) of Table 3. We take this as evidence that the trade elasticity that best describes the
relationship between market access and city growth in colonial India is smaller than
that found in modern trade studies. The fundamental parameters underlying θ dif-
fer between demand-side and supply-side derivations of structural gravity models, and
so lower values of θ are consistent with a number of interpretations (Head and Mayer,
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2014). These include lower substitutability of goods in consumption, greater marginal
costs of serving individual markets, and greater heterogeneity in productivity across
consumers or producers.
In the second panel of Table 6, we show that an alternative parameterization of our
market access measure gives results that are qualitatively similar to those in Table 3.
Recall that, in our baseline computation, we normalized the cost of shipping on rail-
ways to 1, and set the relative costs of travel by wagons, coastal shipping, and rivers to
2.375, 6.188, and 2.250, following Donaldson (2018). In panel 2, we adopt the alterna-
tive relative costs of 4.5, 2.25, and 3.0, respectively. This alternative parameterization
also follows Donaldson (2018), and gives results that, while again qualitatively similar
to our baseline, are also quantitatively smaller, whether interpreted as elasticities or in
standardized magnitudes.
In the bottom panel of Table 6, we again turn to our alternative measure of market
access that exploits changes in access to distant markets. Here, we show the robustness
of this measure to alternative values of the trade elasticity, θ. We consider the same
alternatives as before: 3.6 7.8, and 8.28. Columns (1) and (2) reproduce the baseline
results from Table 6. For greater values of θ, the qualitative conclusion of a positive
impact of market access on city size remains. As with our baseline measure of market
access, the estimated elasticities and standardized coefficients fall as θ increases.
5.4.2. Additional Robustness Checks. We report a number of additional robustness ex-
ercises in the appendix.
In Table A1, we show the robustness of our results to alternative sample restrictions,
specifications, and estimators. In columns (1) through (4) of the first panel, we report
results using both railway proximity and market access, but discarding any cities that
remained distant from a railroad – more than 100 km – throughout the entire sample
period. The results are largely unchanged. Our results are not, then, driven by these
possible outliers. In columns (5) through (8) of the first panel, we discard modern-day
Burma from the results. This too does little to affect the results, showing that our results
hold for the core regions of what is conventionally considered to be colonial India.
In columns (1) through (4) of the second panel of Table A1, we rule out the possibil-
ity that cities that are reported despite having populations below 1,000 are driving our
results. We truncate all populations below 1,000 and recode them as 1,000. Results are
again very similar to our baseline. In columns (5) through (8) of the second panel, we
make this same truncation, but use a tobit estimator to account for the fact population
is bounded below by 1,000. This too does little to our main results. Here, we gain obser-
vations by treating cities whose populations are not yet reported as if they are 1,000.
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In columns (1) through (4) of the third panel of Table A1, we discard possible outliers
– those in the top and bottom 1% of the sample by statistical influence on β̂. Finally,
in columns (5) through (8) of the bottom panel, we include fixed effects for district ×
year. This focuses identification on cities observed in the same district in the same year
with differing degrees of railway access. Here too, the results are similar to our baseline
results, suggesting that time-varying unobservables at the district level do not explain
our results.
In Tables A2 and A3, we show that alternative instrumental variables give results sim-
ilar to our baseline estimations. The construction of these alternative instruments has
been described in more detail above in Section 4.2. Table A2 shows both first and sec-
ond stage results using the log of distance from a railway to measure a city’s railroad
access. Table A3 does the same using market access. In both tables, columns (1) and (2)
show results in which we continue to use our baseline least cost path to construct our
instrument, but now we interact distance from the path, rather than its logarithm, with
year.
Columns (3) and (4) use least cost path “A1”, in which the cost of construction rises
more rapidly with terrain slope than in our baseline. Columns (5) and (6) use instead the
least cost path “A2,” in which construction costs are capped at high slopes due to the use
of tunnels. Columns (7) and (8) use least cost path “A3,” based on Indian construction
costs.
Across both tables, a general pattern emerges. Each of these least cost paths is a strong
predictor of the speed with which cities gained access to the railway network, measured
either with physical proximity or with market access. Similarly, our second stage results
are similar to our baseline results in Tables 2 and 3, suggesting our results are not driven
by the selection of one possible IV strategy relative to another.
Finally, in Table A4, we expand on the district × year fixed effect specifications re-
ported in Table A1. In particular, we show that our market access results continue to
hold in this specification using alternative values of both θ – the trade elasticity – and of
the relative costs of transportation. In the top panel, we use the same alternative val-
ues of θ as in Table 6: 3.6 7.8, and 8.28. In the bottom panel, we replace our baseline
relative costs of travel (2.375, 6.188, and 2.250 for wagons, coastal shipping, and rivers,
relative to rail) with the same alternatives that we reported in Table 6: 4.5, 3.0 and 2.25.
Both exercises follow Donaldson (2018) and Donaldson and Hornbeck (2016). The con-
clusion that greater market access due to changes in the railway network increases city
size, even controlling for district × year fixed effects, is evident across all specifications
in this table.
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6. CONCLUSION
Indian urbanization grew slowly in the colonial period despite the construction of an
extensive railway network. We have confirmed that colonial India’s railways spurred the
growth of urban population, but that this impact was modest. We have introduced a
new decadal dataset on city sizes and locations in colonial India, spanning from 1881 to
1931. We have evaluated the effects of railroad proximity on city size. Both our OLS and
IV results suggest that cities closer to railroads increased in population, and that greater
market access does a good job of explaining this increase. The effect sizes we find are
smaller than those estimated in other contexts, which is consistent with our result that
impacts were greatest for initially small, isolated cities, while the levels of urbanization
and population density in India prior to the railroad exceeded those in several other
contexts that have been examined in past work.
Our exercise is limited by the lack of city population preceding the railroad that is of
the same resolution and comprehensiveness as what is present in the colonial census.
It is our hope that future researchers will extend our data to cover even earlier years as
new sources of data are discovered, and will use the data we provide in order to better
understand the development of the South Asian economy.
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Year N Mean s.d. Min Max
Population 1881 1,786 13,113 32,882 1,020 773,196
1891 1,948 13,841 34,779 1,021 821,764
1901 2,017 14,354 36,943 1,003 949,144
1911 2,122 14,027 40,064 1,000 1,043,307
1921 2,301 14,069 42,071 1,011 1,175,914
1931 2,429 15,951 46,175 1,030 1,196,734
Distance to railroad (km) 1881 1,786 69.10 89.43 0 578.5
1891 1,948 37.23 53.73 0 546.6
1901 2,017 23.23 31.83 0 546.6
1911 2,122 18.24 29.87 0 465.7
1921 2,301 16.30 28.17 0 465.7
1931 2,429 13.59 24.66 0 363.2
Distance to railroad ≤ 2 km 1881 1,786 0.143 0.351 0 1
1891 1,948 0.235 0.424 0 1
1901 2,017 0.308 0.462 0 1
1911 2,122 0.382 0.486 0 1
1921 2,301 0.416 0.493 0 1
1931 2,429 0.457 0.498 0 1
2 km≤ Distance to railroads ≤ 10 km 1881 1,786 0.104 0.305 0 1
1891 1,948 0.137 0.344 0 1
1901 2,017 0.153 0.360 0 1
1911 2,122 0.166 0.372 0 1
1921 2,301 0.167 0.373 0 1
1931 2,429 0.179 0.384 0 1
10 km ≤ Distance to railroads ≤ 20 km 1881 1,786 0.0857 0.280 0 1
1891 1,948 0.119 0.324 0 1
1901 2,017 0.139 0.346 0 1
1911 2,122 0.143 0.350 0 1
1921 2,301 0.142 0.349 0 1
1931 2,429 0.135 0.342 0 1
Market access (θ=1) 1881 1,786 3.499 28.21 0.384 822.3
1891 1,948 3.168 10.20 0.454 337.0
1901 2,017 3.373 9.820 0.620 415.4
1911 2,122 3.531 10.45 0.649 456.9
1921 2,301 3.757 10.34 0.704 472.2
1931 2,429 4.574 11.32 0.895 525.0
Table 1. Summary statistics
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
ln(Railroad Distance) -0.019*** -0.017*** -0.191*** -0.113***
(0.003) (0.003) (0.030) (0.026)
ln(1+LCP distance) X Year / 1000 -6.904*** -7.463***
(0.717) (0.861)
Observations 12,484 12,484 12,228 12,228 12,228 12,228
Within R2 0.00983 0.126
KPF 92.67 74.97
City and Year Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls None Main X Year None Main X Year None Main X Year
LHS SD 0.849 0.849 0.849 0.849
RHS SD 2.236 2.236 2.236 2.236
Standardized β -0.0506 -0.0447 -0.503 -0.298
Table 2. Railroad distance and city size
Note: Standard errors clustered by city are reported in parentheses. Main controls are latitude, longitude, log
distance to river, log distance to coast, ruggedness, malaria, altitude, precipitation, temperature, and suitability





(1) (2) (3) (4)
ln(Market Access (θ=1)) 0.628*** 0.385*** 1.370*** 1.028***
(0.095) (0.082) (0.166) (0.214)
Observations 12,484 12,484 12,228 12,228
Within R2 0.0629 0.137
KPF 304.2 231.1
City and Year Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls None Main X Year None Main X Year
LHS SD 0.849 0.849 0.849 0.849
RHS SD 0.489 0.489 0.489 0.489
Standardized β 0.362 0.222 0.790 0.593
(5) (6) (7) (8)
ln(1+LCP distance) X Year 0.963*** 0.822***
(0.055) (0.054)
ln(Access to Distant Markets (θ=1)) 0.886*** 0.579***
(0.052) (0.059)
Observations 12,228 12,228 12,484 12,484
Within R2 0.0581 0.136
KPF
City and Year Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls None Main X Year None Main X Year
LHS SD 0.849 0.849
RHS SD 0.371 0.371
Standardized β 0.387 0.253
Note: Standard errors clustered by city are reported in parentheses. Main controls are
latitude, longitude, log distance to river, log distance to coast, ruggedness, malaria,
altitude, precipitation, temperature, and suitability for dryland rice, wetland rice, wheat
and cotton. *** indicates significance at the 1% level, ** at 5% and * at 10%.
ln(Market Access (θ=1))
First Stage





(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
ln(Railroad Distance) -0.034*** -0.031*** 0.007* 0.005 -0.019*** -0.018*** -0.021*** -0.019***
(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)
     Interaction 0.025*** 0.025*** -0.041*** -0.035*** 0.000 0.028*** 0.022*** 0.022***
(0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.010) (0.010) (0.008) (0.008)
Observations 10,640 10,640 12,484 12,484 12,484 12,484 12,484 12,484
ln(Market Access (θ=1)) 0.666*** 0.413*** 0.535*** 0.300*** 0.630*** 0.386*** 0.633*** 0.387***
(0.109) (0.092) (0.104) (0.081) (0.096) (0.082) (0.097) (0.082)
     Interaction -0.134*** -0.145*** 0.125*** 0.124*** -0.038 -0.205 -0.082 -0.049
(0.034) (0.031) (0.040) (0.037) (0.109) (0.128) (0.067) (0.080)
Observations 10,640 10,640 12,484 12,484 12,484 12,484 12,484 12,484
Interaction Variable
City and Year Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls None Main X Year None Main X Year None Main X Year None Main X Year
(9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14)
ln(Railroad Distance) -0.033*** -0.020*** -0.021*** -0.018*** -0.021*** -0.018***
(0.004) (0.004) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)
     Interaction 0.033*** 0.007 0.055*** 0.017* 0.011*** 0.006**
(0.005) (0.005) (0.009) (0.009) (0.003) (0.003)
Observations 12,484 12,484 12,484 12,484 12,484 12,484
ln(Market Access (θ=1)) 0.736*** 0.525*** 0.695*** 0.448*** 0.625*** 0.384***
(0.070) (0.071) (0.060) (0.059) (0.096) (0.082)
     Interaction -0.300*** -0.207*** -0.490*** -0.271*** 0.019 0.011
(0.034) (0.043) (0.072) (0.071) (0.016) (0.017)
Observations 12,484 12,484 12,484 12,484 12,484 12,484
Interaction Variable
City and Year Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls None Main X Year None Main X Year None Main X Year
Table 4. Heterogeneity
Note: Standard errors clustered by city are reported in parentheses. Main controls are latitude, longitude, log distance to river, log
distance to coast, ruggedness, malaria, altitude, precipitation, temperature, and suitability for dryland rice, wetland rice, wheat and






Medieval Port River within 2 km













ln(Railroad Distance) -0.020*** -0.024*** -0.027*** -0.034***
(0.003) (0.003) (0.004) (0.005)
Observations 12,484 12,484 12,484 12,484 12,484 12,484
Within R2 0.00544 0.125 0.127 0.128 0.128 0.127
Minimum distance 1 m 1 km 2 km 5 km
City and Year Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls None Main X Year Main X Year Main X Year Main X Year Main X Year
Standardized β 2km 0.0388 0.0408
Standardized β 2-10km 0.00449 0.00303
Standardized β 10-20km 0.00233 0.00145
Standardized β -0.0488 -0.0500 -0.0494 -0.0479
Note: Standard errors clustered by city are reported in parentheses. Main controls are latitude, longitude,
log distance to river, log distance to coast, ruggedness, malaria, altitude, precipitation, temperature, and
suitability for dryland rice, wetland rice, wheat and cotton. *** indicates significance at the 1% level, ** at
5% and * at 10%. Distances below the minimum distance are recoded to equal the minimum distance.
ln(Population) 
Table 5. Robustness to functional Form
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
ln(Market Access) 0.628*** 0.385*** 0.048*** 0.035*** 0.014*** 0.011*** 0.013*** 0.010***
(0.095) (0.082) (0.010) (0.008) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.002)
Observations 12,484 12,484 12,484 12,484 12,484 12,484 12,484 12,484
Within R2 0.0629 0.137 0.0224 0.130 0.0117 0.126 0.0112 0.125
Standardized β 0.362 0.222 0.200 0.145 0.132 0.102 0.129 0.0997
ln(Market Access (Alternative Parameters)) 0.298*** 0.201*** 0.029*** 0.024*** 0.010*** 0.009*** 0.009*** 0.008***
(0.081) (0.060) (0.005) (0.004) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001)
Observations 12,484 12,484 12,484 12,484 12,484 12,484 12,484 12,484
Within R2 0.0323 0.132 0.0154 0.129 0.0108 0.127 0.0105 0.127
Standardized β 0.187 0.126 0.120 0.101 0.0952 0.0858 0.0938 0.0849
ln(Access to Distant Markets) 0.886*** 0.579*** 0.135*** 0.108*** 0.038*** 0.033*** 0.035*** 0.030***
(0.052) (0.059) (0.011) (0.011) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)
Observations 12,484 12,484 12,484 12,484 12,484 12,484 12,484 12,484
Within R2 0.0581 0.136 0.0311 0.136 0.0173 0.131 0.0168 0.131
Standardized β 0.387 0.253 0.184 0.148 0.102 0.0892 0.0988 0.0865
θ 1 1 3.6 3.6 7.8 7.8 8.28 8.28
City and Year Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls None Main X Year None Main X Year None Main X Year None Main X Year
Table 6. Robustness: Market access
ln(Population) 
Note: Standard errors clustered by city are reported in parentheses. Main controls are latitude, longitude, log distance to river, log distance to coast,
ruggedness, malaria, altitude, precipitation, temperature, and suitability for dryland rice, wetland rice, wheat and cotton. *** indicates significance at
the 1% level, ** at 5% and * at 10%.
ln(Population) 
ln(Population) 
Appendix: Not for publication
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FIGURE A1. Distribution of log city size
APPENDIX A. ADDITIONAL DATA DESCRIPTION
Because we introduce a new data source on Indian cities that we hope will be used
by later researchers, we describe a number of features of the data here that have been
of interest to other researchers working in economic geography. We focus on the dis-
tributions of both city size and city growth, on Zipf’s law, on Gibrat’s law, and on the
geographic correlates of city growth.
Similar to the results Eeckhout (2004) reports for the United States, we find that log
city size has a bell-curve shape, but that it is statistically distinguishable from a normal
distribution. In Figure A1, we present histograms of log population size for each year in
the data. Though these are single-peaked and relatively stable over time, it is clear from
visual examination that they are to some extent right-skewed. In Table A5, we report
results of a Doornik and Hansen (2008) test for normality for each year in our data. The
p-values we find are all very small (p < 0.0001). This is driven by both the presence of
positive skewness and of excess kurtosis in the data, also reported in Table A5.
Focusing now on city growth, we report summary statistics on the change in log pop-
ulation between years t and t+10 in Table A6, both for the whole sample and by decade.
Although growth is generally positive, it is clear that many cities shrink. Indeed, the av-
erage city that is reported in 1901 shrank in size by 1911. City growth is more rapid in
the 1920s, as the mean of ∆ lnPi is, at 0.13, more rapid than for any other decade in the
data. In Figure A2, we plot the quintiles of the change in log population over the inter-
val 1881 to 1931 on a map. Again, while there is growth on average, many cities shrink
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") -1.8969 to -.10420
") -.10417 to .128254
") .128713 to .329237
") .331580 to .618669
") .620764 to 2.19691
in size over this interval, particularly in the regions of modern-day Uttar Pradesh, Ra-
jasthan, and Madhya Pradesh. In Figure A3, we plot the distribution of city growth over
the interval 1881 to 1931. Much like city size, the distribution of city growth has a bell-
curve shape, but displays positive skewness and excess kurtosis, and so is statistically
distinguishable from a normal distribution.
A.1. Zipf’s law and Gibrat’s law. Gabaix (2016) lists the linear relationship between log
city rank and log city size as one of the “nontrivial and true” power laws in economics
that are both well established in the data and well understood in theory. Similar rela-
tionships have been found for firm sizes, stock market movements, income and wealth
distributions, and CEO compensation (Gabaix, 2009, 2016). For city sizes, Zipf’s law has
been shown to fit the data reasonably well in the United States and United Kingdom, and
poorly in many pre-modern or non-capitalist contexts (Dittmar, 2011a). Even where it
does not fit exactly or can be rejected statistically (e.g. Rosen and Resnick (1980); Soo
(2005)), Zipf’s law still often fits the data closely (Gabaix and Ioannides, 2004).
Denoting Ri as a city’s population rank in a given year and Pi as its population, we
use Figures A4 and A5 to show the relationship between lnRi and lnPi. In addition to
plotting the raw data, we show the line of best fit obtained from using Ordinary Least
Squares (OLS) to estimate:
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FIGURE A3. Distribution of ln(Population1931/Population1881)
lnRi = β0 + β1 lnPi + εi(4)
Both figures are similar, and two patterns stand out. First, while cities with log popula-
tion sizes between roughly 8 and 11 (or absolute populations between roughly 3,000 and
60,000) fall on the regression line, larger cities fall below it. This is similar to the pattern
Dittmar (2011a) finds for European cities prior to 1500. Big cities are “too small” to fit a
power law distribution. He accounts for this by appealing to the restrictions placed on
the growth of large cities by the state of trade, agricultural productivity, and knowledge-
based activities. These explanations could similarly account for late nineteenth century
India, where markets were fragmented (Studer, 2008), agricultural production per head
was stagnant, and the non-agricultural sector was relatively small (Broadberry et al.,
2015). The second pattern that emerges is that the smaller cities are also “too small”
relative to their ranks, and and also fall below the regression line.
In table A7, we report the results of estimating (4) for each year in the data. Though
the figures above show that the largest and smallest cities in the data fail to lie on the
regression line, the bulk of the data do lie close to the line, giving R2 statistics above 0.9
in all cases. The coefficient estimates on β1 are close to −1, though we can reject the
hypothesis that β̂1 = −1 in all cases.
Though it is common to test Zipf’s law formally by adding ln(P 2i ) as an additional
control in (4), Gabaix (2009) notes that robust standard errors will be biased downwards.
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FIGURE A4. Zipf’s law in 1881
FIGURE A5. Zipf’s law in 1931
Following Gabaix and Ibragimov (2011), and Dittmar (2011a), we instead implement the
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The Gabaix and Ibragimov (2011) test for a power law rejects at the 95% level if, and
only if, | β̂2
β̂1
2 | > 1.95√2n , where n is the sample size. We present results of this test in table
A8. For every year in our data, we are able to reject the hypothesis that city sizes follow a
power law distribution. This confirms formally the visual evidence above that Zipf’s law
does not describe the size distribution of Indian cities.
As Eeckhout (2004) notes, it is common to test Zipf’s law only on a truncated sample
of cities, often the 100 or so largest within a country. We also implement the Gabaix and
Ibragimov (2011) test for the top 100 cities in each year, and again present results of this
test in table A8. In this truncated sample, we fail to reject that the distribution of city
sizes follows a power law.14
One of the mechanisms that can give rise to a power-law distribution of city sizes is
proportional random growth (Gabaix, 2009, 2016): that is, if city growth follows Gibrat’s
law such that growth is independent of initial size. These theories struggle, however,
with the transitory effects of large shocks, such as the bombing of Japanese cities during
the Second World War (Davis and Weinstein, 2002). The correlation between city growth
and initial city size has been investigated in several contexts, including China (Anderson
and Ge, 2005) and the United States (Eeckhout, 2004).
In Figure A6, we show the nonparametric relationship between city growth and ini-





as a measure of population growth over the
interval 1881 to 1931, and treating ln(P 1881i ) as initial population, we present a kernel-
weighted local polynomial smoothing, with 95% confidence intervals, of the relation-
ship between growth and initial population. There is a downwards-slowing relation-
ship between city size and growth for cities with a size of roughly 10,000 inhabitants
(ln(10, 000) ≈ 9.21) or less that flattens out for larger cities.
In Table A9, we present regression results that show we can reject the hypothesis of
proportionate growth for most of our time period. For t ∈ {1881, 1891, ..., 1921} and
t′ ∈ {t + 10, ..., 1931}, we report regressions of population growth on initial population





= β0 + β1 lnPi + εi(6)
We estimate (6) using OLS and report heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors. We
again restrict the sample to cities with populations of at least 1,000 in year t. For most
intervals in our data, we find a significant negative relationship between initial city size
and growth. Excepting over the intervals 1901-31, 1911-31, and 1921-31, smaller cities
14There are 101 cities in 1921, since the 100th and 101st largest cities, Ranchi and Bezwada, both have
populations of 44,159.
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FIGURE A6. ln(Population1931/Population1881)
Notes: This figure reports a kernel-weighted local polynomial smoothing of the re-
lationship between ln(Population1931/Population1881) and ln(Population1881, with 95%
confidence intervals.
grow more quickly in our data. This is inconsistent with a common claim made in the
literature that only large cities grew, while smaller towns stagnated or shrank (e.g. Bose
and Bhatia (1980, p. 109)).
A.2. Correlates of city size and growth. In Table A10, we present regression results that
describe the geographic correlates of city size and growth in our sample. We regress
measures of city size (log population in 1881 and 1931) and city growth (the change in
log population over the intervals 1881-1901 and 1881-1931) on the geographic corre-
lates. We standardize all geographic variables by their means and standard deviations
in the sample of 1881 cities, so the magnitudes of the reported coefficients can be inter-
preted as the predicted change in the outcome due to a one standard deviation increase
in the variable of interest.
Latitude correlates with city size both in 1881 and 1931: Northern cities are larger on
average. While greater altitude and temperature predict greater city size in 1881, they
fail to do so by 1931. Greater distance from the coast predicts smaller cities in both
periods. Greater suitability for wheat predicts larger cities in both periods, while greater
suitability for cotton predicts smaller cities. Dryland rice suitability predicts larger cities
only in 1931.
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While Northern cities are larger in both periods, they grow more slowly. Malaria ecol-
ogy positively predicts city growth in the 1881 to 1901 intervals, though not over 1881-
1931. Dryland rice suitability predicts faster growth over the 1881-1931 interval, but
not from 1881 to 1901. Wheat suitability positively predicts growth, while cotton suit-
ability negatively predicts growth over both intervals. Cities further from rivers grow
more rapidly over both intervals. Over both intervals, initial population predicts slower
growth.
In sum: we find evidence of growth on average, but that many cities in our data shrink,
particularly before 1921. Contrary to some claims in the literature and to the hypothesis
of random proportional growth, it is the smallest towns in our data that grow the most
rapidly. Both the largest and smallest cities in the data are too small to fit well with Zipf’s
law, though we cannot reject a power law distribution for the top 100 cities.
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APPENDIX B. APPENDIX TABLES
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
ln(Railroad Distance) -0.019*** -0.017*** -0.019*** -0.017***
(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)
ln(Market Access (θ=1)) 0.631*** 0.387*** 0.633*** 0.393***
(0.097) (0.083) (0.100) (0.085)
Robustness check
Observations 12,394 12,394 12,394 12,394 12,116 12,116 12,116 12,116
Standardized β -0.0507 -0.0444 0.364 0.223 -0.0493 -0.0438 0.365 0.227
ln(Railroad Distance) -0.025*** -0.016*** -0.025*** -0.012**
(0.005) (0.004) (0.006) (0.006)
ln(Market Access (θ=1)) 0.639*** 0.393*** 1.085*** 0.539***
(0.099) (0.085) (0.145) (0.108)
Robustness check
Observations 14,591 14,591 12,484 12,484 14,592 14,592 14,592 14,592
Standardized β -0.0511 -0.0328 0.364 0.224
ln(Railroad Distance) -0.021*** -0.018*** -0.009*** -0.009***
(0.003) (0.002) (0.003) (0.003)
ln(Market Access (θ=1)) 0.922*** 0.599*** 0.115** 0.117**
(0.039) (0.045) (0.056) (0.056)
Robustness check
Observations 12,187 12,188 12,189 12,191 11,956 11,956 11,956 11,956
Standardized β -0.0511 -0.0450 0.470 0.305 -0.0224 -0.0230 0.0664 0.0672
City and Year Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls None Main X Year None Main X Year None Main X Year None Main X Year
Table A1. Additional robustness
Note: Standard errors clustered by city are reported in parentheses. Main controls are latitude, longitude, log distance to river, log
distance to coast, ruggedness, malaria, altitude, precipitation, temperature, and suitability for dryland rice, wetland rice, wheat
and cotton. *** indicates significance at the 1% level, ** at 5% and * at 10%.
Drop cities more than 100km from a railroad in 
1931 Drop Burma
ln(Population) ln(Population) 
Truncate population at 1000 Tobit estimation
ln(Population) 
ln(Population) ln(Population) 
Drop influential observations Include District X Year FE
ln(Population) 
(1) (2) (3) (4)
     Second Stage
ln(Railroad Distance) -0.239*** -0.161*** -0.193*** -0.106***
(0.045) (0.046) (0.033) (0.028)
Standardized B -0.630 -0.424 -0.508 -0.279
     First Stage
Instrument -0.048*** -0.048*** -6.361*** -6.689***
(0.007) (0.010) (0.766) (0.929)
Observations 12,228 12,228 68.97 51.79
KPF 41.75 23.83 62.41 47.69
Instrument
City and Year Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls None Main X Year None Main X Year
(5) (6) (7) (8)
     Second Stage
ln(Railroad Distance) -0.200*** -0.129*** -0.152*** -0.081***
(0.030) (0.026) (0.028) (0.024)
Standardized B -0.527 -0.340 -0.401 -0.214
     First Stage
Instrument -6.831*** -7.131*** -7.253*** -7.753***
(0.766) (0.942) (0.779) (0.968)
Observations 12,228 12,228 12,228 12,228
KPF 79.51 57.24 86.72 64.14
Instrument
City and Year Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls None Main X Year None Main X Year
ln(Population) 
ln(Railroad Distance)
Table A2. Alternative Instruments for distance
Note: Standard errors clustered by city are reported in parentheses. Main
controls are latitude, longitude, log distance to river, log distance to coast,
ruggedness, malaria, altitude, precipitation, temperature, and suitability for
dryland rice, wetland rice, wheat and cotton. *** indicates significance at the
1% level, ** at 5% and * at 10%.
ln(Population) 
ln(Railroad Distance)
LCP distance X Year / 
1000
ln (1 + LCP A1 distance) X 
Year / 1000
ln (1 + LCP A2 distance) X 
Year / 1000
ln (1 + LCP A3 distance) X 
Year / 1000
(1) (2) (3) (4)
     Second Stage
ln(Market Access (θ=1)) 1.176*** 0.889*** 1.344*** 0.953***
(0.167) (0.214) (0.177) (0.232)
Standardized B 0.678 0.512 0.775 0.549
     First Stage
Instrument / 1000 0.010*** 0.009*** 0.913*** 0.745***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.060) (0.061)
Observations 12,228 12,228 12,228 12,228
KPF 339 151.5 235.2 148.5
Instrument
City and Year Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls None Main X Year None Main X Year
(5) (6) (7) (8)
     Second Stage
ln(Market Access (θ=1)) 1.452*** 1.196*** 1.222*** 0.832***
(0.164) (0.212) (0.183) (0.233)
Standardized B 0.838 0.689 0.705 0.480
     First Stage
Instrument / 1000 0.941*** 0.770*** 0.902*** 0.759***
(0.057) (0.059) (0.057) (0.056)
Observations 12,228 12,228 12,228 12,228
KPF 274.7 171.4 254.8 186.2
Instrument
City and Year Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls None Main X Year None Main X Year
ln(Population) 
ln(Railroad Distance)
Note: Standard errors clustered by city are reported in parentheses. Main
controls are latitude, longitude, log distance to river, log distance to coast,
ruggedness, malaria, altitude, precipitation, temperature, and suitability for
dryland rice, wetland rice, wheat and cotton. *** indicates significance at the 1%
level, ** at 5% and * at 10%.
Table A3. Alternative Instruments for market access
ln (1 + LCP A2 distance) X 
Year




LCP distance X Year
ln (1 + LCP A1 distance) X 
Year
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
      Baseline Parameters
ln(Market Access) 0.115** 0.117** 0.014*** 0.014*** 0.006*** 0.006*** 0.006*** 0.006***
(0.056) (0.056) (0.005) (0.005) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)
Observations 11,956 11,956 11,956 11,956 11,956 11,956 11,956 11,956
Within R2 0.00152 0.00424 0.00208 0.00474 0.00245 0.00510 0.00246 0.00511
Standardized β 0.0664 0.0672 0.0596 0.0593 0.0589 0.0586 0.0589 0.0586
      Alternative Parameters
ln(Market Access) 0.076** 0.075* 0.013*** 0.013*** 0.006*** 0.006*** 0.006*** 0.006***
(0.038) (0.038) (0.004) (0.004) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Observations 11,956 11,956 11,956 11,956 11,956 11,956 11,956 11,956
Within R2 0.00180 0.00442 0.00342 0.00603 0.00454 0.00714 0.00457 0.00717
Standardized β 0.0475 0.0468 0.0553 0.0548 0.0599 0.0594 0.0600 0.0595
θ 1 1 3.6 3.6 7.8 7.8 8.28 8.28
City and Year Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls None Main X Year None Main X Year None Main X Year None Main X Year
Table A4 Robustness: Alternative Measures of Market access
ln(Population) 
ln(Population) 
Note: Standard errors clustered by city are reported in parentheses. Main controls are latitude, longitude, log distance to river, log
distance to coast, ruggedness, malaria, altitude, precipitation, temperature, and suitability for dryland rice, wetland rice, wheat and
cotton. *** indicates significance at the 1% level, ** at 5% and * at 10%.
(1) (2) (3)
Year p-value Skewness Kurtosis
1881 0 1.033138 5.661367
1891 0 1.10976 5.849988
1901 0 1.059113 5.712863
1911 0 1.011092 5.622181
1921 0 1.027677 5.46955
1931 0 1.03191 5.367925
Table A5 Doornik and Hansen (2008) Tests for Normality
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
D ln Population 0.060 0.22 -1.50 2.44 10,108
D ln Population: 1891 0.093 0.20 -1.13 1.55 1,768
D ln Population: 1901 0.050 0.22 -1.33 1.44 1,932
D ln Population: 1911 -0.018 0.23 -1.31 1.03 1,995
D ln Population: 1921 0.033 0.23 -1.06 2.33 2,115
D ln Population: 1931 0.13 0.19 -1.50 2.44 2,298
Table A6 Summary Statistics: City Growth
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
ln Population -1.163*** -1.176*** -1.162*** -1.134*** -1.112*** -1.091***
(0.014) (0.013) (0.014) (0.013) (0.012) (0.011)
Observations 1,788 1,949 2,018 2,124 2,303 2,431
R-squared 0.939 0.944 0.942 0.938 0.944 0.946
Year 1881 1891 1901 1911 1921 1931
p 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table A7 Log rank and log city size
ln(Rank) 
Note: All regressions are OLS and include a constant. Robust standard errors in parentheses. p-values are for
a test of whether the coefficient on ln(Population) = 1. *** indicates significance at the 1% level, ** at 5%
and * at 10%.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Year β1 β2 n |β1/β2
2| 1.95/√(2n)
1881 -1.171 -0.157 1788 0.115 0.033
1891 -1.184 -0.147 1949 0.105 0.031
1901 -1.17 -0.151 2018 0.111 0.031
1911 -1.141 -0.151 2124 0.116 0.03
1921 -1.119 -0.145 2303 0.116 0.029
1931 -1.097 -0.141 2431 0.117 0.028
1881 -1.55 -0.029 100 0.012 0.138
1891 -1.56 -0.06 100 0.025 0.138
1901 -1.549 -0.05 100 0.021 0.138
1911 -1.467 -0.02 100 0.009 0.138
1921 -1.446 -0.045 101 0.022 0.137
1931 -1.461 -0.076 100 0.035 0.138
Table A8 Results of Gabaix and Ibragimov (2011) Test
Note: These results report the results of estimating the Gabaix and
Ibragimov (2011) equation using OLS.
All Cities
Top 100 Cities
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Start Year End Year β1 s.e. n
1881 1891 -0.03427 0.00599 * 1768
1881 1901 -0.06074 0.00859 * 1773
1881 1911 -0.07591 0.01179 * 1764
1881 1921 -0.08069 0.01354 * 1771
1881 1931 -0.06252 0.01462 * 1784
1891 1901 -0.03403 0.0061 * 1932
1891 1911 -0.0502 0.00933 * 1928
1891 1921 -0.04758 0.01065 * 1932
1891 1931 -0.03402 0.01192 * 1943
1901 1911 -0.01911 0.00642 * 1995
1901 1921 -0.01755 0.00832 * 2000
1901 1931 -0.00201 0.00978 2010
1911 1921 -0.01883 0.0068 * 2115
1911 1931 -0.00459 0.00779 2120
1921 1931 0.00523 0.00482 2298
Table A9 City Size and Growth
Note: These results report the results of regressing the log of
the ratios of the population in the end year to the population
in the start year on a constant and the log of population in the 
start year using OLS with heteroskedasticity-robust standard
errors. *Significant at 5%.











Latitude 0.253*** 0.090* -0.131*** -0.113***
(0.053) (0.049) (0.019) (0.029)
Longitude -0.049 0.022 -0.002 -0.018
(0.040) (0.031) (0.013) (0.021)
Ruggedness 0.006 -0.038 0.009 -0.011
(0.058) (0.048) (0.021) (0.033)
Malaria -0.003 -0.032 0.051*** 0.011
(0.046) (0.028) (0.018) (0.032)
Altitude 0.231** -0.002 -0.037 -0.106*
(0.103) (0.090) (0.033) (0.058)
Dry Rice Suitability -0.025 0.202*** 0.042** 0.189***
(0.058) (0.050) (0.020) (0.035)
Precipitation 0.056 -0.004 0.004 0.017
(0.053) (0.041) (0.017) (0.026)
Temperature 0.611*** 0.193* -0.016 -0.110
(0.118) (0.101) (0.040) (0.068)
Wetland Rice Suitability 0.088 -0.040 -0.051*** -0.059**
(0.054) (0.048) (0.019) (0.029)
Wheat Suitability 0.202*** 0.208*** 0.089*** 0.119***
(0.065) (0.056) (0.023) (0.039)
Cotton Suitability -0.062* -0.096*** -0.046*** -0.107***
(0.037) (0.029) (0.011) (0.020)
Ln Coast Distance -0.134*** -0.128*** 0.005 0.015
(0.038) (0.034) (0.011) (0.018)
Ln River Distance -0.019 -0.022 0.022*** 0.032***
(0.022) (0.020) (0.007) (0.012)
ln Population 1881 -0.054*** -0.052***
(0.008) (0.014)
Observations 1,786 2,429 1,772 1,783
R-squared 0.060 0.057 0.168 0.156
Table A10 Correlates of city size and growth
Note: All regressions are OLS and include a constant. Robust standard errors in parentheses. p-values
are for a test of whether the coefficient on ln(Population) = 1. *** indicates significance at the 1%
level, ** at 5% and * at 10%.
